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Abstract: The application of new thing into the old one that can be produced some of outcomes from the applications. Today the fast growing nations every people wants to do something for their unconditional life style. Within this life we need some relaxation to our own. So we are move to watch some others things such as sports, movies etc... In this purpose now a days sports are mostly likes by all kinds of people. Sports is not came to end with just entertainment. This is a real struggle. War in the field. So now all the countries are mostly spent their source to the sports and games. In the same the game cricket has much familiars in now a days implications of new technologies into the game it improves more interest towards cricket.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Cricket is a famous one sport in the world now the modern scenario. In worldwide totally more then 100 nations playing cricket comparing the global average the cricket having more spectators and fans. Because the innovation of short format cricket and the application of modern technologies in cricket. These things made significant contribution to develop the game into the moderate level in the society. The match was covered huge number of latest technologies in cricket. These things made significant contribution to develop the game into the moderate level in the society. The match was covered huge number of latest technologies. These technologies reviewed the goo execution and some mistakes made by players or umpire it will be reviewed immediately. So these kinds of things promoting cricket in the modern world.

Statement of the problem

The this study mainly discussed about the applications of modern science and technology in the refined sports (cricket). This statement made-up to test and exposed thenature of cricket in modern trends. This study compassed to evaluate the technology in sports. Significant of the problem

- This study was to find out the importance of science in sports and games.
- To accelerate the improvement of another sport.
- To achieve the truthful performance and results
- To avoid non ethical issues.

Reviews related to the study

This study was mainly focused the application of new method into sports. In the same concept some authors’ confirmed some studies Selvakumar. K (2019), Parthasarathy.S (2019) Alaguraja.K (2019). These studies may done new things in sports related research.

Technology in Cricket

The game cricket having deep areas of skills according to the playing situation the playing method can be classified into some different categories like

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Batting</td>
<td>Stance, Grip of the bat, Centre of Gravity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Face</td>
<td>Approach, Evaluation, Fielding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Run</td>
<td>Action, Calculated Results, Bowling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grip of the ball</td>
<td>Focus the length, Take off</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bowing action</td>
<td>Fellow through</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Outcomes from the application of Science and Technology

Regarding to the above discussed areas the innovation of science technology contributes more and provides the justices and prove the moral of the moral of the game. From these contributions the game was getting develops huge level in the recent period. Comparing to the last decade currently the event cricket have greater number of spectators.

Suggestions from this study

1. The science and technology really more beneficial to the sports profession.
2. To same methods can promotes the social health status also
3. Technology may updates time to time according to the latest innovations of science.
4. Science and technology that can be avoid the errors of the real game.

CONCLUSION

This study was concluded that the cricket has been promoted highly with the applications of new scientific methods and technologies. From the result the achievement of technology was more than others games. To attained the goal has been succeed with the help of modern science and technology in sports. These are important outcome gotten from this study.
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